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Bond&FoxChapter6.pdf: Bond & Fox (2006) Applying the Rasch Model ...  

Chapter 6: CAIN Computer Anxiety Index 

Bond & Fox CAIN Computer Anxiety Index data 

 

Skip down to Let's remind ourselves about the CAIN data if 

Bond&FoxChapter6.txt and this Tutorial are already displaying on 

your screen. Please print out the Tutorial for reference. 

 

Please install Bond&FoxSteps on your computer by double-

clicking on Bond&FoxStepsInstall.exe on your CD 
 

Launch Bond&FoxSteps from the short-cut on your desktop or 

from the Windows "Start" menu. 

 

The Bond&FoxSteps Control File Set-Up Screen displays. 

We are going to follow the instructions in the blue box. 

 

Click on the "Data files" menu. 

Click on Bond&FoxChapter6.txt  

 

The Bond&FoxChapter6.txt control instructions and data are 

displayed on your screen.  
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Click on the "Tutorials" menu. 

Click on  " Bond&FoxChapter6.pdf" - this is the Tutorial matching 

Bond&FoxChapter6.txt 

 

This PDF file displays. It is what you are reading now. Please print 

out the Tutorial for reference. 

 

Now step-by-step through this Tutorial ... 

Click "OK" on the Welcome dialog 

 

Let's remind ourselves about the CAIN.  It consists of 26 items 

about computer anxiety administered to 371 persons. It has a 6 

category rating scale. 

 
Let's look at the rating scale category names:  

Click on "Category labels CLFILE=" 

 

The 6 categories go from 1 - Strongly Agree to 6 - Strongly 

Disagree. So a lower score means more agreement that you are 

generally not anxious around computers. So high disagreement 

means high scores and so high attitude measures which mean a lot 

of anxiety. Low scores and so low measures mean little anxiety. 

 

Click on "Category Labels OK" 
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Let's take a look at the Item Labels.  

Click on "Item Labels: Enter/Edit" 

 

There are 26 items.  

 

Most are coded in a forward direction: agreement means low 

anxiety. 

 

But some are coded with "R" meaning "reversed".  These items are 

not ‘happy’ statements, but anxiety statements. Agreement means 

anxiety and a disagreement means contentment. This technique or 

reversing the meaning of the items is frequently used on attitude 

surveys to prevent respondents mindlessly choosing the same 

category for every item. But what it also means is that these items 

are actually about some negative aspects of computers. Their 

scoring needs to be reversed to accord with the other items. 

 

Click "Item Labels OK" 

 

Look at the "Other specifications ..." down at the bottom of your 

display. Scroll up to the top of the text in this box. 

IREFER= has one character, F or R, for each of the 26 items. F 

means a Forward item: Strongly Agree to the item stem means "Not 

anxious". R means a Reversed item: Strongly Agree means 

"Anxious". 

IVALUEF= applies to the F items. It codes their responses in the 

Forward direction: 123456 

IVALUER= applies to the R items. It recodes their responses in the 

Reverse direction: 654321 

Now lower rating will mean "more anxious" for all items 

 

Let's perform the Analysis of these data. 

Click on "Analysis" menu 

Click on "Exit to Analysis (does not Save)" 

- we don't want to make any changes at this point ... 

 

File Setup closes, and the Analysis phase begins. If this is the first 

time you have run an Analysis, it checks your computer for  

available resources .... 
 

Bond&FoxSteps - Analysis phase - correctly reports that the 

analysis control file is Bond&FoxChapter6.txt. 

 

"Report output file name"? 

Press your Enter key 

 

"Extra specifications"? 

Press your Enter key  
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The CAIN data is Rasch-analyzed. 

 

Measures (person abilities, item difficulties) are constructed. 

 

Let's first check that the Reversal coding actually worked correctly. 

Click on "Diagnosis" menu 

Click on "A. Item polarity" 

 

Table 26 is displayed by WordPad. This is a Table of item statistics. 

The important column is the "PTMEA CORR.", the point-measure 

correlation between the responses to this item and the measures of 

the people who made those responses. Our theory is that higher 

response values to any item imply higher person measures and vice-

versa. For this to be true, the correlations must be positive. They all 

are. The lowest correlation value is listed first. It is for item 25R, a 

Reversed item and the value is positive. If we had not reverse-

scored it, then its correlation would have been negative, at about 

-.10. 
 

Close windows at any time - you can always get them again! ⌧ 

You can quickly get back to the Analysis by clicking on 

Bond&FoxChapter6.txt on the Windows Taskbar  

Bond & Fox Figure 6.2 Pathway Bubble paralleled 

On the Analysis screen, 

Click on the "Plots" pull-down menu 

Click on "Bubble Chart".   

"Bubble Chart Specifications"? 

Most options are pre-selected 

Click on "Mean-square (chi ...) 

Click on "OK" 
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"Plot data-point label ...."? 

Click on "Entry number" 

 

 

After a few moments, Excel displays a Path bubble plot ....  

 

Let's reduce size of the Bubbles (these are initially set automatically 

by Excel) 

Right-click on a bubble. 

Click on "Format Data Series" (not "Format Data Labels") 

 

Click on "Options" Table 

Change "Scale bubble size to" 20% of default. 

Click "OK" 

 

 

 

You can also use other Excel functions to produce a bubble plot 

resembling the artist-drawn plot in Bond & Fox. The hand-drawn 

thresholds shown in Bond & Fox  Fig6.2, are not shown in this plot. 

We’ll come back to the threshold issue later on. 

 

What does it tell us? In this analysis, higher scores on CAIN mean 

more computer anxiety. An item near the bottom of the pathway is 

item 15. An item near the top is item 13. Many more people can 

endorse item 13 "Enjoy", but it’s much more difficult to endorse 

item 15 "Important" (higher rating).  So item 13 addresses 

something indicating little anxiety,  but item 15 indicates something 

much more likely to provoke anxiety. (low rating) with 

 

Go back to Bond&FoxChapter6.txt by clicking on the Taskbar 
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Bond & Fox Table 6.2 contains some item statistics. 

Click on "Output Tables" 

Click on "13 Item: measure" 

 

The Table 13 displays. 

The item measures, errors, and fit statistics are shown. 

 

At one end: 

Item 13 "Enjoy" is a forward-oriented item with a low raw score. 

So this sample rated it low, agreeing they enjoyed computers. 

Item 9 "Dump" is a revere-oriented item with a low score. So this 

sample rated it high, disagreeing they would dump their computers. 

 

At the other end: 

Item 15 "Important" is a forward-oriented item with a high raw 

score. So this sample rated it high, disagreeing that computers are 

important to them/ 

Item 25 "Overwhelming" is a revere-oriented item with a low score. 

So this sample rated it high, agreeing that they feel computers are 

overwhelming. 

 

Looking down the columns of fit indices you will note that the 

CAIN items suffer from badly underfitting "noisy" items, 9 and 25, 

and a few overfitting "too predictable" items, 1,10,17 &18.  

Bond & Fox Table 6.2 also reports that the "Taus", i.e., the Rasch 

rating scale structure parameters, are the same for every item. To 

see them, 

Click on the "Output Tables" pull-down menu 

Click on "3.2 Rating (partial credit) scale structure".   

Table 3.2 displays. 

The Taus correspond to the "STRUCTURE MEASURE" (Rasch-

Andrich thresholds). Their standard "Errors" (S.E.) are in the next 

column.  

 

Bond & Fox Fig. 6.4 

 

Click on the "Output Tables" pull-down menu 

Click on "12 Item: map".  
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Table 12.2 shows the item hierarchy. This is the construct that 

defines the latent variable.  At the top "play"-type items" "enjoy", 

"fun". At the bottom are work-type items, "important", "time-

saving". At the top are minor negatives: "nervous", "avoid". At the 

bottom are major negatives: "unhappy", "overwhelming". The trend 

from up the latent variable goes from computers are a necessary 

burden (so provoking anxiety) to computers are a joy (and so not a 

source of anxiety).  

 

Close all open and output windows ⌧ 

The CAIN was reduced from 26 items to 20 items by deleting 

items.  Let's do the 20 item analysis ... 

 

Launch Bond&FoxSteps from the short-cut on your desktop or 

from the Windows "Start" menu. 
 

Click "OK" on the Welcome dialog 

 

1. Click on the "Data files" menu. 

Click on Bond&FoxChapter6.txt (Chapter 6 example) 

 

The Bond&FoxChapter6.txt control instructions and data are 

displayed on your screen.  
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Let's perform the Analysis of these data. 

Click on "Analysis" menu 

Click on "Exit to Analysis (does not Save)" 

- we don't want to make any changes at this point ... 

 

Bond&FoxSteps - Analysis phase - launches. 

 

"Report output file name"? 

Press your Enter key 

 

"Extra specifications"? 

IDELETE=1,10,17,18,9,25   (you can copy and paste from here) 

Press your Enter key 

 

The CAIN is reduced from 26 items to 20 items by deleting items. 

1,10,17,18, 9, 25.   

The analysis runs. 

The summary statistics displayed on your Analysis screen report: 

20 Items measured 

 

Bond & Fox Fig. 6.3 - this reports equal-probability Rasch-

Andrich thresholds.  

 

Click on "Output Tables" menu 

Click on "2.0 Measure forms (all)" 

  

Table 2 displays.  

Scroll down to Table 2.14 

This shows the Taus, the Rasch-Andrich thresholds of equal 

probability between adjacent thresholds. 

 

At the top, "6" on Item 13, "Enjoy", is the location where categories 

5 and 6 are equally probable for that item.  

At the bottom, "2" on Item "Important", is the location where 

categories 1 and 2 are equally probably for that item. 

 

Beneath the plot is the person distribution. Numbers are read 

vertically. The Mean of the distribution, M, is at -0.9 logits. There 

are 38 persons close to the mean. 
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Bond & Fox Table 6.3 shows some of the individual person 

statistics for the 20-item CAIN. 

On your Analysis screen, 

Click on the "Output Tables" pull-down menu 

Click on "18. Person: entry".  

 

Table 18 displays. 

The "Total Score" differs from Bond & Fox. One reason is that the 

data are reported as 1-6. But Bond & Fox recode them to 0-5.  

 

Close all open windows ⌧ 

 


